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PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES: 
Each element of Signos is made from  
premium materials and is created by hand. 
The imported glass elements are cast from 
custom molds and are engineered and 
manufactured especially for Prescolite by 
experienced craftsmen. The frosted glass 
elements are subjected to an elaborate 
bead blasted process to create a perfectly 
uniform visual and luminous distribution. 
The aluminum foundation flange is hand 
spun and soft polished, then clear coated 
or painted to ensure a natural, long-lasting, 
durable finish. In the final steps of the 
process, each Signos element is inspected 
for perfection and assembled by hand with 
protective gloves to reveal a pristine, high 
quality highly aesthetic finished product. 

APPLICATIONS: 
Signos8 elements are ideal for architectural 
applications with 9', 10' and 12' ceilings. 
By combing these elements – cut glass, 
aluminum and acrylic accents – everyday 
downlights can be transformed into architec-
tural statements that complement the hard 
edges of today’s trend setting designs. The 
intentional open design of Signos allows 
the fixture to meet the ambient illumination 
requirements while providing a luminous 
focal point. There is no need for a separate 
decorative fixture; Signos combines two 
systems into one reducing energy require-
ments as well as initial installation costs.  

INSTALLATION:
Installation of Signos8 architectural elements is 
fast, easy, and secure. Signos trims are attached 
directly to the housing frame completely separate 
from the reflector via a unique sky hook bracket. 
The safety hinge on the sky hook bracket holds 
the trim captive and allows it to swing away 
from the aperture for quick relamping and main-
tenance. The twist lock design allows for quick 
replacement of the element to the ceiling plane.

HOUSING:
Signos8 round architectural elements are de-
signed to attach to 8" Prescolite specification 
grade downlight frames. Not for use with lens op-
tions. Refer to downlight product spec sheets for 
compatibility. Signos elements can be attached 
after the downlight has been installed and the ceil-
ing is finished. Refer to luminaire specification 
options below. 

   

Round Architectural 
Elements
8" SR SERIES
One and Two Levels
Architectural Elements  
Designed for compact fluorescent, 
incandescent, and LED specification 
grade recessed downlights.

DATE: TYPE:

FIRM NAME:

PROJECT:

❑ SR1005
❑ SR1010
❑ SR1015
❑ SR1020
❑ SR1030**
❑ SR1035
❑ SR1040
❑ SR1045
❑ SR1050

❑ SR1055
❑ SR1060
❑ SR1065
❑ SR1070
❑ SR1075
❑ SR1080
❑ SR1085

SR1075
Overall Height: 3.8"

Flange Dimension: 12" dia.

SR1065
Overall Height: 3.8"

Flange Dimension: 12" dia.

  
   Dimensions

   Aperture: Nominal 8" 

   Max. Ceiling Thickness: N/A 

**SR1030 cannot be used with              
    INC800

CATALOG NUMBER:

ELEMENTS

EXAMPLE: SR1010

*Refer to www.prescolite.com for   
 additional reflector options and   
 accessories. Not compatible with   
 regressed lens options.



SIGNOS 8" ROUND ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

Sky Hook 
Mounting Brackets

1 Overall Height  
2  Flange Diameter

INSTALLATION FEATURES

Sky hook mounting brackets snap onto Prescolite plaster flange for easy trim mounting. Brackets are equipped with safety hinge to secure trim to housing. Hinge 
mechanism allows product to be relamped without having to remove trim from ceiling. Mounting brackets can be installed from below ceiling.

Brackets snap onto 
plaster flange for 
easy trim mounting

Twist lock for  
fast relamping

Safety hinge  
keeps trim secure  
to housing

1 2 3

FIXED ASSEMBLIES 
Refer to specification sheets ARCH-SIG-007 for custom options. Visit www.prescolite.com for IES formatted photometrics for various recessed housings and Signos combinations.

SR1005
Black foundation flange,  
frosted glass ring and short 
spacers.  
OH1: 15⁄16", FD2: 12" dia

SR1010
Brushed aluminum foundation 
flange, with frosted  
glass ring and long  
spacers. OH1: 21⁄4",  
FD2: 12" dia.

SR1015
White foundation flange 
with sloped frosted glass 
ring.
OH1: 213⁄16", FD2: 12" dia 

SR1020
White foundation flange 
and cobalt blue acrylic  
accent ring with sloped 
frosted glass ring.
OH1: 215⁄16", FD2: 12" dia

SR1030
Brushed and painted 
brass foundation flange 
with frosted acrylic 
dome. OH1: 51⁄8", FD2: 
12" dia.

SR1035
Black foundation flange 
with cobalt blue acrylic 
cut dome.
OH1: 35⁄8", FD2: 12" dia.

SR1040
Brushed and painted brass 
foundation flange, sloped 
glass ring, and dropped 
armature with frosted cone. 
OH1: 53⁄8", FD2: 12" dia.

SR1045
Brushed aluminum foun-
dation flange with two 
frosted glass rings.  
OH1: 33⁄4", FD2: 12" dia

SR1055
Brushed aluminum foundation 
flange, frosted glass ring,  
cobalt blue acrylic disk with  
a frosted glass ring and  
architectural armature.  
OH1: 211⁄16", FD2: 12" dia.

SR1060
Brushed and painted 
brass foundation flange, 
frosted glass ring, and a 
cobalt blue acrylic ring 
with a frosted glass ring. 
OH1: 37⁄8", FD2: 12" dia.

SR1065
Bronze foundation flange, 
frosted glass ring, emerald 
green acrylic ring with a 
frosted glass ring and ar-
chitectural armature. OH1: 
315⁄16", FD2: 12" dia.

SR1070
Brushed aluminum foun-
dation flange with cobalt 
blue acrylic ring, and 
frosted glass ring with a 
cobalt  blue acrylic disk. 
OH1: 33⁄4", FD2: 12" dia.

SR1075
White foundation flange, 
frosted glass ring with  
a blue acrylic ring, and 
armature with sky blue 
cone.  
OH1: 33⁄4", FD2: 12" dia

SR1080
Brushed aluminum foun-
dation flange with two 
brushed aluminum rings. 
OH1: 33⁄8", FD2: 12" dia

SR1085
Black foundation flange, 
black aluminum ring, and 
architectural armature. 
OH1: 21⁄8", FD2: 12" dia

SR1050
Brushed aluminum  
foundation flange with 
frosted glass ring and 
inverted frosted glass 
sloped ring. OH1: 33⁄4", 
FD2: 12" dia.
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